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Description:

Temperance Brennan is a forensic anthropologist with one of the longest commutes in fiction--from
North Carolina to Montreal. She works in both places, and in this third outing (after Déjà Dead and
Death du Jour) she manages to make a riveting (if a bit too coincidental) connection between a skull
in Montreal and the partial skeleton of a teenager--dead since 1984--in North Carolina. Linking them
is a 9-year-old girl shot on a Montreal street, the victim of a war among members of an outlaw
motorcycle gang in eastern Canada. Another piece of the puzzle is provided by Tempe's visiting
nephew, who is fascinated by the biker culture and is drawn into the mystery Tempe's trying to
solve:

"Know anything about Slick?" asked Kit.
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"He doesn't look like the pick of the litter."

"Yeah, even from that motley litter." He flipped the picture. "Heck, this guy croaked when I was 3
years old."

There were two more photos of Slick's funeral, both taken from a distance, one at the cemetery, the
other on the church steps. Many of the mourners wore caps riding their eyebrows, and bandannas
stretched to cover their mouths.

"The one you've got must be from a private collection." I handed Kit the other pictures. "I think these
two are police surveillance photos. Seems the bereaved weren't anxious to show their faces." The
science is as accurate as the author can make it. Kathy Reichs's own background--as forensic
anthropologist for the chief medical officer of North Carolina and director of forensic anthropology
for the province of Quebec--ensures verisimilitude of place and procedure and creates a believable
milieu. Fans of Patricia Cornwall will enjoy this solidly written suspense thriller, while those of a less
scientific bent, who don't mind a somewhat lagging pace, will skip the details and concentrate on
Reichs's fluid writing. All readers will enjoy the way Tempe puts the pieces of the puzzle, as well as
the bodies, together. --Jane Adams --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.

From Publishers Weekly Critics (and publicists) often compare Reichs to Patricia Cornwell, as
both are women who write bestselling thrillers featuring a female forensic expert. There's a
significant difference between them, though. Reichs brings to her grisly novels a scientific detail and
authenticity that Cornwell rarely matchesAa virtue arising from Reich's background as a top forensic
anthropologist for the governments of North Carolina and Quebec, a background mirrored by that of
her heroine, Tempe Brennan. But CornwellAa journalist before she turned novelistAis a more
accomplished writer than Reichs, and her more fluid prose and plotting support a heroine who
exudes a vitality that Brennan doesn't. Reichs's strengths and weaknesses are apparent in this third
novel (after Death du Jour) featuring narrator Brennan, which finds the crime fighter tangling with
outlaw motorcycle gangs in Montreal. The novel opens as Brennan, "sorting badly mangled tissue" in
an autopsy room, is interrupted by the arrival of another body: that of a girl, nine, caught by a bullet
that one gang, the Heathens, had intended for a rival Viper. The mangled tissue belongs to two
Heathens who'd been en route to bomb the Vipers' headquarters: war is raging among bikers in
Montreal, and Brennan is soon caught in the battles, not least because her visiting nephew, Kit, is
enamored with bikersAincluding some involved in the war. The narrative carries Brennan to
assorted bikers' hangouts, and to much forensic digging, all of which Reichs handles with an
admirable intensity and veracity. Still, the novel has a stiff, storyboarded feel, with a subplot
involving Brennan's cop loverAhas he turned gang member?Aparticularly intrusive. The pacing is
lopsided, laborious in front and action-stuffed at the back, and the narrative spreads its message
about the malfeasance of outlaw bikers with a heavy hand. Overall, the novel works, but the gears
show one time too many. Agent, Jennifer Rudolph Walsh at the Writer's Shop. Major ad/promo; 6-city
author tour. (July)
Copyright 2000 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable
edition of this title.
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